
Legacy Application Integration 
Service with Microsoft Technologies: 
A Detailed Approach

Discovery and Assessment

Identify all legacy applications you plan to integrate.

Inventory Legacy Applications

Analyze the data structures and formats used by 
legacy applications.

Data Mapping

Define the specific functionalities required for 
integration (data exchange, service calls, etc.).

Integration Needs

Analyze the data structures and formats used by 
legacy applications.

Legacy Application Health

This approach outlines a process for integrating legacy 
applications with modern systems using Microsoft technologies.



Deployment and Management

Choose a deployment environment that aligns with 
your needs (on-premises, cloud-based, or hybrid). 
Consider Microsoft Azure App Service or Azure 
Functions for scalable deployments.

Deployment Options
Implement monitoring tools (like Azure Monitor) 
to track integration performance, identify errors, 
and ensure ongoing system health.

Monitoring and Logging

Enforce robust security practices like access control, 
data encryption, and vulnerability management.

Security Measures

Design and Development

Choose Your Integration Strategy

Implement an API Gateway (like Azure API 
Management) to provide a single point of entry for 
legacy application data and functionality.

API Gateway
Utilize tools like Azure Logic Apps or Azure Data 
Factory to automate data extraction, transformation, 
and loading (ETL) processes between legacy 
systems and modern applications.

Data Integration Services

Employ Microsoft BizTalk Server or third-party 
adapters to facilitate communication between 
legacy protocols and modern systems.

Adapters
Combine these strategies based on specific 
integration needs and legacy application 
characteristics.

Hybrid Approach

Design a secure and scalable architecture for your 
integration solution. Consider factors like message 
queuing, data encryption, and fault tolerance.

Define Integration Architecture
Implement the chosen integration method using 
Microsoft tools and libraries like .NET SDKs or 
Azure Functions.

Develop Integration Logic

Develop any necessary data transformation logic to 
harmonize data formats between legacy and 
modern systems.

Data Transformation
Thoroughly test the integration solution to ensure 
data integrity, functionality, and security.

Testing and Security



Ongoing Maintenance and Optimization

Maintain version control for all 
integration code and 
configurations to facilitate 
updates and troubleshooting.

Version Control
Periodically review the 
integration solution to identify 
areas for improvement, 
scalability, or modernization.

Regular Reviews
Develop any necessary data 
transformation logic to harmonize 
data formats between legacy and 
modern systems.

Stay Updated

By following this approach and leveraging Microsoft technologies, you can effectively integrate your legacy 
applications with modern systems, unlocking new opportunities for data exchange, improved business 
processes, and a more agile IT environment.

Need more information?
Contact us - www.valuelabs.com

Leverage existing .NET skills and tools for a smooth 
development experience.

Familiar Development
Environment

Integrate seamlessly with Microsoft Azure cloud 
services for scalability and elasticity.

Seamless Cloud
Integration

Manage your integration solution alongside other 
Azure resources for a unified experience.

Centralized Management
Benefit from Microsoft's commitment to security 
and leverage built-in security features for your 
integration solution.

Strong Security Features

Additional Considerations

For long-term benefits, consider 
a phased approach that 
integrates legacy applications 
while planning for potential 
modernization down the line.

Thoroughly document your 
integration process, 
architecture, and operational 
procedures for future 
reference and maintenance.

Documentation

Design your integration solution 
with scalability and performance 
in mind to accommodate future 
growth and user demands.

Scalability and
Performance

Legacy Application
Modernization

Benefits of using Microsoft Technologies
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